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Rustic textures meet a chic, but distinctly homegrown palette of clays, 
ochre, lustrous copper and cobalt in the considered interiors of Matetsi 

Victoria Falls, Zimbabwe’s most stylish luxury nature retreat  
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this page Architect Kerry 
van Leenhoff incorporated a 

distinctly homegrown aesthetic, 
working with local designers 

and crafters. The woven screens 
are a collaboration between 

Jane Taylor and Judith Ncube 
of Matabeleland Weavers in 

Zimbabwe opposite Wooden 
boats used to ferry people across 

the river make for a striking 
decorative element



oing all the way to the Unesco World Heritage 
Site of Victoria Falls – a must-do on any savvy 
traveller’s bucket list – only to hole up for 
days in the big-hearted, soulful surrounds of 
Matetsi Victoria Falls would be a shame. But 

we wouldn’t blame you one bit. For although this ultra-luxurious 
nature retreat re-opened a little over a year ago (it was formerly 
known as &Beyond Matetsi River Lodge), in that time it’s become 
the luxury destination here as it pioneers a whole new way of 
experiencing ‘the Falls’, scooping up a number of design awards 
and travel accolades in the process.

And one can see why. Just 40km upriver from Victoria Falls on 
the mighty Zambezi, Matetsi Victoria Falls is more than just a bush 
and bucket-list attraction. It’s a destination in itself, defined by 
generous architectural spaces and contemporary interiors where 
earthy latte screens, blond basketry, the warmth of wood and the 
lustre of copper have hit the spot with those who come for a few 
days of much-needed downtime. 

The visionary behind the development of Matetsi is John 
Gardiner, an Australian who came to Africa in the late Seventies 
and never left. He met his Zambian-born wife Carolyn and settled 
here, where their twins, Charles and Sara, were born and raised. 
Despite the country’s troubled political and economic landscape, 
the family’s belief in Zimbabwe has never wavered and they share 
a common goal: to contribute to the country they call home. When 
Gardiner discovered Matetsi, he knew he’d found a project that 
could combine the family’s experience of hospitality with their 
passion for conservation. 

His brief to local Zimbabwean architect Kerry van Leenhoff 
of Harare-based firm, Form Studio Design, was simple: ‘Build 
the best lodge in Africa and use local talent.’ Van Leenhoff more 
than rose to the challenge. Matetsi Victoria Falls comprises two 
intimate river-facing camps, each consisting of nine suites spread 

out along 20km of private river frontage, offering privacy and 
unadulterated river views underpinned by generosity of space and 
absolute comfort. ‘We wanted guests to observe and connect with 
the Zambezi River, which lies at the heart of the property,’ says Van 
Leenhoff, ‘so we used large timber columns to mirror the immense 
trees beneath which the buildings sit, thus holding guests in a large 
hide-like, luxury space.’ 

When it came to the internal elements of the buildings, Van 
Leenhoff expertly combined Zimbabwean culture with Western 
comforts in a way that tells the story of daily life along the river. 
‘Whether it’s the boats that hang like wind chimes in the entrances 
which are used to ferry people across the river, the twisted legs on the 
dining room tables that reference the fish traps laid here, the copper 
used as adornment in jewellery or the weaving of screens from the 
self-same methods used to make fishing baskets, every piece in the 
lodge is designed to relate to Zimbabwe in some way,’ she explains. 

The craft, patterns and colours are among the most defining 
features in the lodge and have all been influenced by tribes from 
the surrounding regions. ‘Zimbabwe has 15 different languages and 
many more tribes, so while we didn’t strive to follow a particular 
style, we used whatever materials were available locally, opting for 
the more neutral (and traditional) Zimbabwean colour palette of 
raw clays, oxides, ochre and blue.’ 

Designed to be in perfect harmony with its surrounds, there’s 
an ever-present connection between spaces indoors and out. One 
might choose to wallow in the 20m rim-flow lap pool, head down to 
the river for a spot of canoeing or fishing, or explore the 50 000ha 
of unbridled and pristine wilderness on a game drive. Or you can 
do as I did when I found myself alone with my thoughts in this 
incredible setting and simply make the most of the stellar five-star 
service and surrounds for which this family-owned luxury nature 
retreat is fast becoming known.  n
matetsivictoriafalls.com, formstudiodesign.com

There’s an ever-present connection 
between spaces indoors and out“

”

this page The surrounding bush is 
mirrored in the structure of the hide-
like buildings opposite (clockwise 

from top left) The suites were 
designed to have unadulterated 

river views; a pair of giraffe spotted 
on a game drive, a reminder that 
the wild is ever-present; a lounge 
area for sundowners and game-

spotting; contrasting textures feature 
prominently, from the rustic latte 

ceiling to the smooth polished floors
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this page Large timber  
columns echo the trees that 

encompass the building, and 
with the latte ceiling and liberal 

use of woven screens, there’s 
a sense of privacy as well as 

complete connection to the 
natural surrounds
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this page The scalloped copper 
bar was a collaboration between 
Zimbabwean furniture designer Adam 
Seager and Copperwares in Harare, 
while the pottery pendants are by 
artisanal local ceramics company Chart 
Pottery opposite (from left) Darker 
hues contrast and anchor the raw 
natural elements; a boma, protected by 
screens employing traditional basketry 
techniques, for dining under starry skies
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Every piece in the lodge is 
designed to relate to Zimbabwe 

in some way
“
”
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The craft, patterns and 
colours are among the 
most defining features  

in the lodge

“
”
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this page Luxurious bathing with a 
view from an egg-shaped tub, while 
suites include indoor and outdoor rain 
showers as well as a private plunge 
pool and deck opposite Organic 
shapes interplay with natural textures, 
from the timber headboards and other 
pieces by Adam Seager Furniture to 
the bamboo lights from Zimbabwean 
NGO STEP Trust
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